PROGRAM IN LATIN AMERICAN STUDIES
Spring 2022 Events - Part I *

LECTURE SERIES | REGISTRATION & FULL DETAILS: PLAS.PRINCETON.EDU/EVENTS

TUES, MAR. 1, 4:30 PM | ZOOM
SEMINAR ON INDIGENITIES
THE “TAJIN TOTONAC” IN AND OUTSIDE THE FRAME
REPRESENTATION AND ALTERITY IN THE PHOTOGRAPHIC
ARCHIVE OF ISABEL T. KELLY
Mónica Salas Landa, Anthropology and Sociology, Lafayette College
Discussants: Eduardo Cadava, English, Princeton University and
Gabriela Zamarano, Anthropology, El Colegio de Michoacán
Moderators: Paula López Caballero, CEIICH-UNAM and
Tony Wood, PLAS, Princeton University

WED, MAR. 2, 4:30 PM | ZOOM
FEMINICIDE AND GLOBAL ACCUMULATION
Betty Ruth Lozano, María Campos and Martha Rivas, Researchers and Activists, Collective ¡Otras Negras . . . y Feministas!
Discussant: Rita Segato, PLAS, Princeton University
Moderator: Susana Draper, Comparative Literature, Princeton University
Lecture in Spanish

TUES, FEB. 8, 4:30 PM
219 Burr Hall (PU ID holders only) & Zoom
FROM FRUIT TREES TO PROFITS: AN EXPLORATION
INTO THE COMPLEXITIES OF INDIGENOUS PEOPLES
INFLUENCED LANDSCAPES
Anthony Cummings, PLAS, Princeton University
Discussant: Marian Thorpe, PLAS, Princeton University
Moderator: Javier Guerrero, PLAS, Princeton University

WED, FEB. 9, 12:00 PM
219 Burr Hall (PU ID holders only) & Zoom
CATCHING EPHEMERALITY: ONE DECADE OF DIGITAL
VIDEO ACTIVISM FROM BRAZIL
Jacob Geuder, University of Basel, Switzerland
Moderator: Marian Thorpe, PLAS, Princeton University

WED, FEB. 16, 12:00 PM
219 Burr Hall (PU ID holders only) & Zoom
A HANDFUL OF WORDS TO SPEAK ABOUT GENDER
Rita Segato, PLAS, Princeton University
Moderator: Javier Guerrero, PLAS, Princeton University

TUES, FEB. 22, 4:30 PM | ZOOM
MARTÍN CHAMBI AND BALDOMERO ALEJOS: TWO
PHOTOGRAPHERS, TWO ARCHIVES, TWO CITIES
Silvia Spitta, Spanish and Comparative Literature, Dartmouth College
Discussant: Nicole Legnani, Spanish and Portuguese, Princeton University
Moderator: Javier Guerrero, PLAS, Princeton University

THUR, FEB. 24, 12:00 PM | IN-PERSON, LOCATION TBA
THE MAKING OF PARANOID WORKING CLASS
Brandon Hunter, Anthropology

BAND-AID SOLUTIONS: COMPETITION, CAPACITY, AND
UNEQUAL HEALTH CARE PROVISION IN BRAZIL
Beatriz Barros, Political Science
Moderator: Gabrielle Girard, History

WED, FEB. 23, 12:00 PM
219 Burr Hall (PU ID holders only)
SAINTS OF RESISTANCE: DEVOTIONS IN THE
PHILIPPINES UNDER EARLY SPANISH RULE
Christina Lee, Spanish and Portuguese, University of Virginia
Discussant: Ricardo Padrón, Spanish, University of Virginia
Moderator: Javier Guerrero, PLAS, Princeton University

*Schedule subject to change without notice

Visit plas.princeton.edu for full details.
Follow Us: Facebook @PrincetonPLAS | Instagram @PLAS_Princeton